
ADA LOVELACE SCHOOL UNIFORM: GIRLS 

Parents/Carers should ensure that each item of school uniform, kit and equipment is clearly labelled with the 
student’s name and tutor group. 

Item Clarification  

Blazer 

 Teal with embroidered Ada Lovelace 
Crest. 

Compulsory – it is to be worn at all times 
unless given permission by a teacher.  

 
 

Tie 

 Silver and teal stripe. 

Should cover the fastened top button on 
blouses. 

Blouse 

 Plain white, long or short sleeve. 

 Collars must be designed to 
accommodate a tie and must have a 
top button which fastens. 

Blouses must be sufficiently generous to 
tuck fully into the skirt.  
Pupils will be asked to replace missing 
buttons. 
No tailored blouses which are designed 
to be worn over the skirt. 

Skirt 

 Pleated teal tartan Skirt.  

22",  24” & 26” skirt length available. 
Length purchased must be nearest to 
the knee.  
Skirts must not be worn on the hip or 
rolled over at the waist. 

Pullover 

 Grey V-neck with teal trim. 

The pullover is optional. 
Cardigans and vests are not to be worn. 

Socks / Tights 

 White ankle socks. 

 Plain black tights. 

No ‘leg warmers’ or knee socks or above 
the knee socks. No coloured socks of any 
kind. 
Socks or tights should be worn, not 
both. 

Shoes 

 Black (upper and sole). 

 Smart, plain and polishable.  

 They must be worn to and from 
school. 

 Students will require plain white 
contender trainers for PE and may 
wear these at break and lunch times 
only to play sport. 

 
Velcro Fastening is not Permitted. 
Boots are not allowed - ‘Kickers’ and 
‘Timberland’ style boots are not correct. 
Kickers shoes all allowed.  
Trainer-style shoes or canvas style 
footwear are not appropriate as formal 
school footwear and therefore not 
allowed. 

Coat 

 Black 3-in-1 Winterbottom 
Coat/Plain black coat 

Should be removed in the classroom at 
the start of the lesson and put on the 
back of the chair. 
Gillets, body-warmers & fur trims are 
not permitted. 

School Scarf & Hat  

 Plain black scarf 

 Plain black beanie hat (Embroidered 
Ada Lovelace crest optional) 

Baseball caps and other hats are not 
permitted.  
Scarves and hats should be put in bag or 
locker except during break and lunch. 

Official School Bag 

 Black backpack with embroidered 
Ada Lovelace crest 

 
Compulsory - should be purchased from 
the official school uniform supplier. 

Hair 

 Hair bands, ribbons, clips and any 
other item used in the hair should 
be plain black or teal. 

 Head scarves should be plain black 
or teal. 

Simple and functional hair ties e.g. no 
coloured or decorated bobbles or bows.  
Dyed hair and hair extensions should be 
a natural colour. Two-tone hair and 
undercuts are not permitted. 

Jewellery 

 One small single gold or silver stud 
earring may be worn in each ear 
lobe. 

 

 Rings, necklaces, bracelets etc. 
should not be worn 

Jewelled studs of any size are not 
acceptable. Diamante ear-studs are not 
to be worn. 
No other piercing is acceptable e.g. 
cartilage of ear, nose, eyebrow, lip. 
Excuses that they cannot be taken out 
because they have only just been done 
will not be accepted and students will be 
instructed to remove them. 

Make-up And Nail Varnish 

 Must not be worn 

Students will be required to remove it. 
Gel and acrylic nails are not permitted. 

 School uniform should be worn correctly on the way to and from school. 
 Students who wear incorrect uniform will be asked to return home to change and return to school as soon as they have done so. 
 Students should expect negative points, detention or confiscation of items if they wear the school uniform incorrectly. 
 Please do not risk buying your daughter an item which is incorrect because they say “everyone’s got them”. Any changes to the 

uniform policy will be communicated directly to parents, not via students.

An Art apron is required and can be 

purchased from PMG Schoolwear. 



 
ADA LOVELACE SCHOOL UNIFORM: BOYS 

Parents/Carers should ensure that each item of school uniform, kit and equipment is clearly labelled with the 
student’s name and tutor group. 

Item Item Item 
Blazer 

 Teal with embroidered Ada 
Lovelace Crest. 

 
Compulsory – it is to be worn at all times 
unless given permission by a teacher. 

 

 
 
An Art apron is required and can be 
purchased from PMG Schoolwear. 
 
 
 
 

Tie 

 Silver and teal stripe. 

Should cover the fastened top button on 
shirts. 

Shirt 

 Plain white, long or short sleeve. 

 Collars must be designed to 
accommodate a tie and must have 
a top button which fastens. 

Shirts must be sufficiently generous to tuck 
fully into trousers.  
Collars must be large enough to button 
around the neck of the wearer. 
Pupils will be asked to replace missing 
buttons. 

Trousers 

 Grey school trousers.  

 Sufficiently tailored to keep the 
shirt tucked in and so that 
underwear is not visible. 

Trousers must fit to the natural waist and 
must not drag along the floor. 
A simple, plain, black, belt may be worn. 
No jean-like material or jean-like style is 
permitted. 

Pullover 

 Grey V-neck with teal trim. 

The pullover is optional. 
Cardigans and vests are not to be worn. 

Socks  

 Plain black or grey ankle socks. 

 
No coloured socks of any kind. 

Shoes 

 Black (upper and sole). 

 Smart, plain and polishable.  

 They must be worn to and from 
school. 

 Students will require plain white 
contender trainers for PE and may 
wear these at break and lunch 
times only to play sport. 

Velcro Fastening not Permitted. 
Boots are not allowed - ‘Kickers’ and 
‘Timberland’ style boots are not correct. Hea 
Trainer-style shoes or canvas style footwear 
are not appropriate as formal school 
footwear and therefore not allowed 
Trainers must not be brought into school. 

Coat 

 Black 3-in-1 Winterbottom 
Coat/Plain black coat 

Should be removed in the classroom at the 
start of the lesson and put on the back of 
the chair. 
Gillets, body-warmers & fur trims are not 
permitted. 

School Scarf & Hat  

 Plain black scarf 

 Plain black beanie hat 
(Embroidered Ada Lovelace crest 
optional) 

Baseball caps and other hats are not 
permitted.  
Scarves and hats should be put in bag or 
locker except during break and lunch. 

Official School Bag 

 Black backpack with embroidered 
Ada Lovelace crest 

 
Compulsory - should be purchased from the 
official school uniform supplier. 

Hair 

 Must be tidy and conventional. 
Spiky styles may only be worn if 
the hair is less than 2cm. 

 Fringes should not cover the eyes. 

 Hair should be at least grade 1. 

 Turbans should be plain black or 
teal. 

Skin-fades and undercuts are not permitted 
Long hair should be combed downwards or 
tied back. 
No designs should be shaven into the 
hairstyle or eyebrows. 
Dyed hair should be a natural colour and 
two-tone hair is not permitted. 
Different lengths on each side and extreme 
differences in length on the top and sides 
are not permitted. 

Jewellery 

 One small single gold or silver stud 
earring may be worn in each ear 
lobe. 

 

 Rings, necklaces, bracelets etc. 
should not be worn 

Jewel studs of any size are not acceptable. 
Diamante ear-studs are not to be worn. 
No other piercing is acceptable e.g. cartilage 
of ear, nose, eyebrow, lip. Excuses that they 
cannot be taken out because they have only 
just been done will not be accepted and 
students will be instructed to remove them. 

 School uniform should be worn correctly on the way to and from school. 
 Students who wear incorrect uniform will be asked to return home to change and return to school as soon as they have done so. 
 Students should expect negative points, detention or confiscation of items if they wear the school uniform incorrectly. 
 Please do not risk buying your son an item which is incorrect because they say “everyone’s got them”.  Any changes to the uniform 

policy will be communicated directly to parents, not via students.
 


